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Abstract

Soft computing methods such as fuzzy control, neural
networks, etc., often require lots of computations even for
small amounts of data. It is, therefore, sometimes believed
that for larger amounts of data, the required amount of
computations will be so large that we will reach the frontiers
of soft computing.
In this paper, we show, on the example of hyperspectral
satellite imaging, that this belief is often too pessimistic. We
should not be afraid to use (or at least to try to use) soft
computing methods even for large amounts of data.

The problem: it looks like soft computing is
approaching its frontiers

Often, soft computing requires lots of computations.
Soft computing methods such as fuzzy control, neural
networks, etc., often require lots of computations even for
small amounts of data:

¯ When we use fuzzy control to describe a system with n
input variables xl ..... xn, then, even if we only use 2
different levels of each variable, we will still need 2n rules.
Even for reasonably small n, this is a huge number.

¯ Neural networks are also known to be slow to learn, even
for small amounts of data. It is typical to have several
thousand iterations to learn a simple dependence.

Pessimistic conclusions. If we simply extrapolation this
already large amount of computation to the case when we
have more input data, we will have to conclude that the
required amount of computations will be so large that we
will, very soon, reach the frontiers of soft computing.

What we are planning to do. In this paper, we show, on
the example of hyper-spectral satellite imaging, that this
belief is often too pessimistic. We should not be afraid to
use (or at least to try to use) soft computing methods even
for large amounts of data.

Case study

Satellite imaging. Nowadays, satellite imaging is one of
the most important sources of geographical, geophysical
and environmental information. Satellite images can
determine the amount and type of vegetation, the
geological type of the underlying soils (and often, of the
minerals below), etc.

However, with the current satellite images, it is
sometimes difficult to decide what exactly we observe,
because the existing Earth-sensing satellites, such as
Landsat, only take the images at a few (< 7) frequencies.

An example of a problem in which a satellite image is
currently not sufficient: kaolinite vs. dickite. Based on
the (inevitably imprecise) measurements on the few
frequencies, it is difficult, e.g., to distinguish between
kaolinite and its rare amorphous but chemically similar
forms such as dickite.

Kaolinite and dickite are the principle ingredients of
kaolin, a soft white-clay mineral that is an essential
ingredient in the manufacture of china and porcelain and is
also widely used in the making of paper, rubber, paint and
many other products (see, e.g., (Patterson 1984)). It is 
used in medicine: e.g., in the treatment of diarrhea, kaolin
powder is the most widely used absorbent powder. Due to
kaolin’s importance, it is desirable to determine not only its
presence, but its type as well.
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Since crystal-based kaolinite and amorphous dickite are
chemically similar, their spectra are very similar.
Therefore, currently, in order to distinguish between these
two minerals, we have to complement satellite images with
geophysical and radar data (see, e.g., (Mer6nyi et al. 1994)
and (Mer6nyi et al. 1997)).

Hyper-spectral satellite imaging. To produce more data,
NASA is planning to launch the imaging satellites of the
new generation, satellites that will have the ability to map
the Earth on up to 500 optical frequencies. These coming
satellites are nicknamed Lewis after the famous 19 century
US geographer.

From the resulting multi-spectral images, it is, in
principle, possible to determine many characteristics of soil
and vegetation without using additional data; see (Moon
and Mer6nyi 1995) and (Mer6nyi et al. 1996). 
example, it is, in principle, possible to distinguish between
kaolinite and dickite because from hyper-spectral images,
we can extract spectra in each point, i.e., the dependence of
its brightness I(f) on the frequency fl,, the corresponding
spectra, although similar, have different number of local
maxima.

Perceived problems with the use of soft computing in
hyper-spectral imaging. If we want to use fuzzy control
methods for n = 500 inputs, we will need 2500 ~ 1015° rules,
more rules than there are particles in the known Universe.
This is completely unrealistic.

Similar estimates makes us believe that neural methods
cannot be used.

In reality, neural methods are well applicable.
Surprisingly, neural network methods work very well for
hyper-spectral images; see, e.g., (Mer6nyi et al. 1996) and
(Moon and Mer6nyi 1995)).

Moreover, surprisingly, even linear methods, that were
not applicable at all for 7-frequency images, work pretty
well for hyper-spectral ones.
The question is: Why?
There are two possible answers:

¯ A pessimistic answer: we accidentally run into a problem
that is unusually simple, but in general, problems of this
type are tough.

¯ An optimistic answer: in general, the above pessimistic
estimates were indeed too pessimistic, and soft computing
is not yet near the frontier.

In this text, we will give two arguments in favor of the
optimistic viewpoint.

First argument: for several reasonable
classes of functions, neural networks
stay feasible even for large number of

inputs

In the last decade, there have been several research papers
that study the approximation of functions from R" to R by
(feedforward) neural networks. Several very general
universal approximation results has been proven; see, e.g.,
(Mhaskar and Micchelli 1992), (Park and Sandberg 1993).

However, if we do not restrict the class of the
approximated functions, the worst-case estimates on the
number of hidden units, that guarantee a given accuracy of
approximation, grows exponentially with the number n of
variables of the functionf(xl .... Xn) to be approximated; see,
e.g., (/Vlhaskar and Micchelli 1992) and (Kfirkov~i 1992). 
general result from (DeVore, Howard, and Micchelli 1992)
confirms that there is no hope for a better estimate when
the class of multivariable functions being approximated is
defined in terms of the bounds of partial derivatives and
parameters of approximating networks are chosen
continuously.

On the other hand, in applications, functions of hundreds
of variables are approximated sufficiently well by neural
networks with only moderately many hidden units; see,
e.g.,e.g., (Sejnowski and Yuhas 1989).

To explain this result, Jones (Jones 1992) and Barron
(Barron 1992), (Barron 1993) showed that it is possible 
approximate any function satisfying a certain condition
with a given accuracy ~ > 0 by a neural network with O(e-~)

neurons. These results were further generalized in
(Kfirkov~i, Kainen, and Kreinovich 1995) and (Kfirkov~,
Kainen, and Kreinovich 1997).

Second argument: linear methods are
indeed helpful

In this section, we will explain why linear methods work
well. The surprise efficiency of linear methods is a very
general phenomenon that occurs not only in the new field
of hyperspectral image processing, but also in such well-
established areas as geophysics, economics, etc. Let us
therefore describe a general background.

Indirect measurements. In many real-life situations, we
must estimate the value of a physical quantity y that is
difficult to measure directly. So, to avoid direct
measurements,~’ we measure y indirectly: namely, we
measure whatever variables we can, and then based on the
measured value Xl ..... xn, we try to estimate y.

These situations are very frequent in geophysics, when it
is very costly to measure the properties of the deep layers,
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and much cheaper to measure the waves reflected from
those layers.

In many cases, we do not know the exact relation
between xi and y. In some situations, we know the
relationship between xi and y, so we can use this known
model to estimate 3’ based on xi In geophysics, this
relationship is usually highly non-linear.

In many situations, however, this dependency between xi
and 3’ is not a priori known, and has to be determined
experimentally.

There exist many methods and algorithms that extract
the dependency from the experimental data. There exist
many statistical methods that help us to discover such a
dependency (see, e.g., (Deming 1964)). To apply them, 
must have several situations in which we know both y and
xi. So, we have the values xll ..... x,i, Yl that correspond to
the first situation, the values x2b. ,Xz,, 3’2 that were
measured in the second situation ..... and, finally, the
values XNI ..... XNn, YN (here, by N we denoted the total
number of such situations). From these data, we extract 
functionfsuch that Yk =f(xkl ..... xk~) for 1 _< k_< 

When this function is known, we can use it to estimate y
from xi for the new measuring situations.
The simplest of these methods (called linear regression)

uncovers linear dependencies, i.e., dependencies of the
type y = ao + a~x~ + ... + anXn for some constant
coefficients ai. The corresponding statistical software
packages have built-in checks on whether the data is really
consistent with linear dependency (e.g., z -method).
Non-linear curve-fitting methods also exist.

For the cases when we are not sure whether the
relationship is linear or not, traditional statistical
methodology requires that we first try simple linear
regression methods, and then, if linear methods do not
work, try more complicated non-linear methods.

In geophysics, we expect non-linearity, but surprisingly,
linear regression methods work fine. The equations that
describe the geophysical phenomena are highly non-linear.
So, we would expect that in the majority of cases, linear
regression will fail, and we will have to use non-linear
methods.

Unexpectedly, in many cases, linear methods succeed!
Namely, they generate reasonable linear dependencies that
fit the experimental data perfectly (fits in the sense that
built-in checks of linearity confirm that linearity is
possible). This phenomenon occurs in all areas of
geophysics: in seismology (Thurber 1983), (Baker 
Doser 1988), in electrical methods (Pous, Marcuello, and
Queralt 1987), (Boerner and Holladay 1990), in general
geophysics (Menke 1984), (Baker 1988).

The same strange phenomenon occurs in economics:
when we, e.g., analyze the dependency of the workers per-
manager ratio on the parameters that characterize the
business (Litov 1981), (Kreinovich 1989), we also get 
pretty good fit for linear regression in an evidently non-
linear situation:

Why? Why are linear methods working so well in non-
linear situations? In this paper, we present an answer to
this question. This answer will consist of two parts:

¯ First, we will show that in many real-life situations, the
variables xi are not independent, they are functionally
dependent on each other.

¯ Second, we will show that these dependencies enables us
to use linear regression.

If there is a model with m parameters, then, in
principle, it is sufficient to measure m quantities xi.
Before we start the general argument, let us first consider
the case when we know the model of the object that we are
analyzing.

In many situations, there is a model that describes the
analyzed phenomena. Usually, a model has several
(unknown) parameters. For example, a geophysical area 
often described in terms of 3 or more layers, with about 3
parameters to describe the properties of each layer.

If we know the model, then, of course, we know the
number m of parameters Pl ..... Pm of that model. By saying
that we have a model we mean that we know how the
desired value 3’ depends on these parameters, i.e., we know
a function g that computes y from pj: y = g(.Pl,.-.Pm ). We
also know how all other measurable quantities xi depend on
pj: xi = hi(pl,..-pm)- Suppose that we measured m quantities.
Then, we have m equations hi(Pl,...pm) = xi, 1 < i < m, with
the known right-hand sides and m unknowns Pl,...Pro

In general, when the number of equations coincides with
the number of unknowns, we have a unique solution.
Therefore, from xi, we can uniquely determine the
parameters pj. And as soon as we know the parameters, we
can compute the value of y = g(Pl,...Pm) So, from xI ..... Xm.
we can (in principle) uniquely determine 

What if we do not know the model, but we do know
that the object is uniquely determined by m
parameters? In this case, we do not know how to compute
y from x~ ..... Xm, but we still know that in principle, we can
uniquely determine 3’ from xi,1 < i < m. This is the case
when regression methods have to be applied. So, we make
several measurements of xi and 3’ in different situations,
and try to find the dependency y = f(xl ..... Xm ).

If we use the smallest possible number of
measurements, then we cannot apply linear methods. If
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we use exactly m measurements, and the actual function f
is non-linear, then, of course, we cannot use linear
regression methods.

In real life, we usually perform more measurements to
increase precision. Since measurements are usually not
ideally precise, the estimates that we get from the smallest
possible amount of measurements x~ ..... Xm are also not
precise. To make the estimates more precise, we perform
additional measurements.

As a result, the number n of variables xi that we measure
is much greater than the smallest possible number m.

As a result, the variables xi are interdependent. The
same logic that showed that y is uniquely determined by m
parameters Xl,X2...,xm, shows that any other physical
characteristic of our object is also uniquely determined by
x, ..... xm .In particular, it is true for the quantities
Xm+l,Xm÷2,. ̄ .,Xn.

Therefore, Xm+t = fnm(Xl ..... Xm) for some function fro+l,
Xm+2 =fm+2(Xl ..... Xm) for some other functionfm+2, etc.

In other words, the variables xi are not independent:
there is a functional dependency between them.

Example. As an example, let us consider the simplest case
when one parameter p is sufficient to determine the values
of all the physical quantities. In this case, y = g(p), and xi 
hi(p) for some functions g ant hi

Since m = 1, we need only one measurement to
determine p uniquely. If xl is known, then we can
determine p as the solution of the equation hi (p) = xl ¯ So,
p = hil (xl), where by hi "l, we denoted a function that is
inverse to hv Therefore, y = g(p) g(fl(xO). Similarly, x2=
hz(p) = h2(h,l(xO) i.e., xl and x2 are functionally dependent
on each other. Likewise, xl and x3, xl and x4, etc, are
mutually dependent.

Part II: If the values xi are inter-dependent, then for
sufficiently large n, we can apply linear regression. Let
us see what happens when the values xi are inter-
dependent.

First case: only one parameter p. Let’s first consider the
case when everything depends on only one parameter p.

As long as the dependency of y and xi on p is smooth (and
it usually is), we can expand the functions y = g(p) and xi 
h~(p) into the Taylor series:

y = a(°) + a(I)p +... + a(°pt +...

Xi : ai(°) + al(I)+ ...+ ai(I)p I +...

We measure both x and y with a certain precision ~.

Therefore if we get the value x i as a result of the

measurements it means that an actual value of xi belongs to

an interval [x i - e; x i + ¢] Because of this imprecision, we
can use the approximate formula for xi(p) as long as the
approximation error does not exceed e. So, instead of
taking all Taylor terms, we can retain only those that
guarantee the precision e. As a result, we get the following
formulas:

y = a(0) + a(l)p +... a(~gpt,

xi = ai (°) + a/l)+ ...+ a/°p t ,

If we denote by N the total number of situations that we
can use to determine the dependency of y on xi. by p(k) the
(unknown) value of the parameter p in k-th experiment (1 <
k_~N), then we get the following formulas:

Yk = a(°) + a(l)P (K)+... + a(l)p I (K),

(o)
Xlk = al q- al(1)P (K) -I-...-I- al(/)p I (k,,

xz~ = a2(°) + a2(I)p(k)+ ...+ a2(OpI (k),

Xnk = an(0) + an(l) p(k)+ ...+ an(OpI (lO,

for all k = 1,2 ..... N.

We can form N-dimensional vectors ~/= (xil .... x,~ ) and

~=(Yl.... YN) The above equalities can be reformulated in
termsof these vectors as follows:

"~i = ai(°)~ ai(1)P + .. .. + ai(l) Pl,

y=a(°)] "+a(’)~+ .... +a(’)~t

where we denoted

i-->=(1,1 ...... 1),

P"+= (P(1) ....... P(N)),

P-~J = (PJo) ...... PJ(~ ),

-" --" 7So, n + 1 vectors xl ..... x, , belong to a (k + 1)-
dimensional space L: namely, to the linear space generated

by k + 1 vectors ~, ~, ~ 2,~-~ l

When n > l, these vectors cannot be all linearly
independent. Therefore, they are linearly dependent, i.e.,
there exist values c~ such that

CI-~1 q- C2-~2 "~-... "[- Cn-~n "1" Cn+lY : 0
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In general, all these coefficients ci are different from 0. If
we exclude the degenerate case when C,+l = 0, then we can

divide this equality by c,+l (so that the coefficient at Twill

become equal to 1), and move all the terms except y-;’*to the
other side of the equation. As a result, we get the formula

= a~ +a2~2 + ..... +a,,Yc,,

where ai = -ci/cn÷l. If we now recall that each of these

vectors ~ i and xi is actually formed by the measured
values of the corresponding quantities in N situations, then
from the above vector equality we can conclude that for all
measurements k = 1, 2 ..... N, we have

Yk =alXlk + a2X2k + ...+ a~r~

In other words, for every measurement, the following
equality holds:

y -alXl + a2x2 + ...+ anXn.

But this means exactly that linear regression storks.

Example. Let us consider the case when y = p +p2, Xl = P,
and x2 = p- p2. In this case, the variable y can be explicitly
expressed in terms of xt: y = Xl +xi2. This expression is
clearly non-linear, so, if we will try to apply linear
regression to determine the dependency of y on xl, the
linear regression method will indicate failure.

However, if we try to represent y in terms of both
xl and x2 ,then we have a linear expression: y = 2Xl - x2.
Indeed, 2p - (p - p2) = p + pZ.

General ease. In the general case, we have m parameters
pl .....Pro. SO, when we restrict the Taylor expansion to the
terms p(U p2,t2 ... pro,tin of power di < 1, we get (l+ 1)m

different terms (because each of dj can take any value from
0 to l). Therefore, we need (l+ 1 )m coefficients to describe
an approximation.

In this case, if we similarly introduce the vectors, we

will have n + 1 vectors x i and that are linear

combinations of (l+ 1)m vectors ~-’dl, d2,...dm with

components

dl d2 dm

P2 "" ,l _< j < N

So, if the number of variables n is sufficiently large (in
this case, if n+ 1 > (l+ 1)m), then we can likewise conclude

that the vectors x i and y--’are linearly dependent, and
therefore, linear regression methods can be applied.

Conclusion

If linear regression works in a nonlinear situation, one does
not need to search for an error. Moreover, if this is the
situation, then we can be sure that the variables xi are
functionally interdependent, so we can look for the
dependencies between them.
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